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Brady Label printers, benchtop or handheld, offer a full range of capabilities and options to provide high quality, cost-effective printing on a complete line of materials.

**Portable Label Printers**
For on-the-spot labeling in datacomm, electrical and industrial workplaces as well as in laboratories, these portable label makers are the ideal solution. These handheld label printers help you identify fast and efficiently. They are lightweight and easy-to-use so they can be taken with you in the field.

**Benchtop/Desktop Printers**
Brady's thermal transfer benchtop label printers are designed for high performance printing. These desktops help you label a wide range of applications such as wire marking, asset tracking, circuit board labelling, control panel labelling, terminal block marking, product identification and many more.

**Printer Applicators / Specialty**
Brady’s printer applicators offer an automated solution to applying print-on-demand labels to circuit boards, wire and cable and a variety of other products.
Brady offers a broad range of lockout devices and tagouts that cover most mechanical and electrical applications. Brady also covers other aspects of energy control programs by providing solutions for training employees, creating documented procedures, ...

Padlocks
Extremely high quality locks

Electrical Risk Lockout
Accommodate a large variety of electrical plugs and other applications.

Lockout-Tagout Kits
Portable Lockout Kits for specific applications and budgets

Push-button & Wall Switch Lockouts
Preventing unauthorised use of push button.

Hasps, Boxes & Accessories
Hasps, Boxes and Accessories

Mechanical Risk Lockout Devices
for mechanical risk prevention.
Justrite Safety Cans and Containers offer safe storage for flammable liquids for workplace environments. With Justrite's safety cans, accidents and fire risks are minimized, protecting people and resulting in a safer workplace. Safety cans and containers by Justrite are designed with safety codes in mind to meet a variety of different safety regulations.

3,8 litres of vaporized gasoline can explode with the same force as 20 sticks of dynamite. Safety containers protect workers by minimizing the risk of fires when handling hazardous liquids.
Justrite's Safety Cabinets are designed to store flammable liquids, corrosives, pesticides and other hazardous materials. Safety cabinets by Justrite are designed to meet fire codes and safety regulations. Safely store flammable liquids in fire resistant safety cabinets to reduce the risk of a damaging fire in your workplace.

Safety and Storage Cabinets
Safe and dependable flammable liquid storage and protection

According to the National Fire Protection Association, in 2017 there was one structure fire reported every 63 seconds.
Brady's SPC absorbents & spill control products help you keep your employees and work environment safe from unexpected spills, leaks, drips or other accidents. SPC absorbents are available for cleaning up oil, water and chemical based spills.

**Universal Sorbents**
Use these sorbents to clean up oils, coolants, solvents and water-based fluids anywhere indoor.

**Oil Only Sorbents**
Oil Only Sorbents adsorb oil & petroleum based liquids (fuel, diesel, ...)

**Chemical Sorbents**
Chemical Sorbents adsorb chemicals and hazardous liquids.

**ADR Spill Kits**
A range of emergency response kits to handle any type of spill.

**Spill Decks**
Spill Containment Products keep your employees and work environment safe.

**Absorbent Rugs and Mats**
Brady’s sorbent product offerings make your workplace cleaner and safer, with SPC absorbent mats and rugs.

**Granular Spillfix | Cansorb**
Safe highly absorbent spill control granular

**High Visibility Sorbents**
These mats and rugs are extremely absorbent and come pre-printed with "Slippery Surface" safety signs to make them highly visible.
Brady offers complete label identification solutions that help companies improve productivity, performance, safety and security. Print your own custom industrial labels using our high-performance labels and printers for a variety of applications.

Wire, Cable & Panel Markers
Brady's cable markers, wire markers, tags, sleeves, give you the ability to produce clear, sharp text to mark your labels or wires.

Circuit Board & Component Labels
Pcb and component labels for identifying your electronic components.

General Labeling & Equipment Identification
A broad range of equipment labels designed for general industrial applications.

Regulatory Labels
Brady Regulatory Labels

CLP/GHS Labels
CLP / GHS Compliant Labels

Laboratory Labels
Laboratory Identification Labels
Creating a totally safe work environment requires several elements: clear signage and area marking is essential but is not sufficient by itself. Brady offers a complete range of additional marking methods needed.

**Barricade & Underground Tapes**
Combined text and graphics re-enforce your message immediately.

**Floor Marking**
Marking the routes and potentially hazardous areas with Floor marking tape.

**Working at Height**
Visual tagging designed to help prevent working at height hazards.

**Logistics and Warehouse Labeling**
Clear, accurate and informative identification can be linked directly to improving efficiency.

**Stands & Posts**
Barricade potentially hazardous areas indoors or outdoors with portable plastic posts and chains.

**Safety Bumpers**
Clearly visible, flexible and sturdy material, optimal shock-absorber.
The Brady visual tagging solutions (Scafftag) ensure a permanent data trail of inspections and work carried out, as well as information about the usage and if safe or prohibited at the point of use.

**Attachment Methods**

- Magnetic Strip
- Adhesive Strip
- Split Ring
- Hang Loop
- Cable Ties
- Strop

**Workspace Control**
Visual tagging designed to make the latest status visible in areas of controlled access.

**Process & Pipelines**
Visual tagging designed to make the latest equipment status visible in a process environment.

**Working at Height**
Visual tagging designed to help prevent working at height hazards.
Pipe Markers and Valve ID

Identify pipe content and flow direction with high performance pipe markers and pipe marking labels: helps satisfy industry standards.

Pipe Markers without Text
Color and arrow pipe identification tape

Pipe Markers with Legend/Text
Pipe Markers with Legend or Text

Valve Marking
Identification tags for Valves
Brady's selection of powerful, flexible sign generation and label software offers a choice of features, print technologies and operating systems to meet today's growing identification needs.

Link360 Software

LINK360™ Software gives you a complete view of the activities associated with creating, reviewing and updating visual information.

CodeSoft

CodeSoft is a professional software solution for advanced barcode label design and integration.

Workstation

With Brady Workstation apps, you can quickly and easily create your own signs, pipe markers, lockout tags and labels using Brady printers.

Safetrak

Faster, digital equipment inspections

Safetrak

A Brady Business
THERMAL INSULATION COVERS

This fabric has been specifically designed and developed for applications requiring protection from caustic solutions, chemical and harsh environments.

Fire Curtains
In the event of a fire, fire and smoke curtains may contain the affected area.

Welding Curtains
They are an excellent safety precaution you should be providing.

Fire Blankets
Our fire blankets are available in a variety of standard sizes and have the added benefit of over 25 years of fire protection experience behind them.
WE PROVIDES INNOVATIVE MOBILE DEVICES WITH A WIDE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES,
WIRELESS NETWORK COMPONENTS, SUPERVISION AND CONTROL STATIONS IN THE
FOLLOWING FIELDS

LIGHTING - Roan offers a full range of explosion-proof lighting solutions for the widest possible range
of applications from a single source: Individual lighting, floodlighting, compact lights, and
emergency lighting.

HEATING - Roan heat tracing solutions keep pipes from freezing, support production
processes and help during heating of critical media.

ANALYZE & MEASURE - online analyzers and measurement technology continuously provide the relevant
process parameters, ensuring optimum process control.
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